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***

Let us be clear: We are in the midst of what one may call “WW III”, executed by the WEF’s
Great  Reset,  backed  by  those  invisible  financial  masters  of  the  WEF.  Among  them  the
interlinked financial  giants  BlackRock,  Vanguard and StateStreet,  plus  the western  world’s
banking system, in the forefront the Bank for International Settlement (BIS), also called the
Central Bank of all central banks, as well as the FED, European Central Bank (ECB) – and
specially the western international banking conglomerate.

If we observe the Fed and the ECB rising their base rates, pretending fighting skyrocketing
inflation,  officially  in  both  the  US  and  Europe  below  the  10%  mark  (US  9.1%,  EU-zone
(8.6%),  but  in  reality,  both  monetary  zones’  inflation  rates  are  well  into  the  double-digit-
levels,  we are also observing another  mind-manipulation or  lie.  You can obviously  not
master  a  double-digit  inflation  with  an  interest  hike  of  one  to  two  percent.  But  you  may
prompt a chain of devastating social, economic and financial events.

These interest rate rises are part of a bigger picture. They are aiming at creating monetary
and  financial  instability,  high  inflation,  bankruptcies,  unemployment,  misery,  disease  and
worse.

So, we should never lose sight of the Big Picture, when we deal and analyze individual
“battles” of the multi-faceted Reset War, for which the UN and its 193 member countries,
and also all major so-called UN-agencies, have been coopted, blackmailed or coerced.

Foremost is the World Health Organization (WHO) which is currently concocting behind
closed doors a World Health Tyranny, called “Pandemic Treaty”. This treaty, if approved –
not yet the case – will be the final nail in the coffin of democracy. It will override individual
nations’ health sovereignties.
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The goal of the WEF and its handlers, is to take absolute control of the world’s assets,
natural resources and – yes – the world population. And no means are off limit.

Peter Koenig, July 25, 2022

See full interview below.
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